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ON KJ OF TRUNCATED POLYNOMIAL RINGS 
BY 

JANET AISBETT 

ABSTRACT. Group homology spectral sequences are used to investigate K 3 of 
truncated polynomial rings. If F is a finite field of odd characteristic, we show that 
relative K2 of the pair (F[Il/(lq), (tk)), which has been identified by van der 
Kallen and Stienstra, is isomorphic to K 3 (F[Il/(l k ), (I)) when q is sufficiently 
large. We also show that H3 (SL Z[tl/(tk); Z) = Zk-l EB Zj24 and is isomorphic to 
the associated K3 group modulo an elementary abelian 2-group. 

1. Introduction. There are relatively few rings whose third algebraic K-groups are 
known fully, Group homology spectral sequence techniques, however, have proved a 
useful tool, yielding for example K3 of the quotient rings of the rational integers 
[ALSS]. This paper again applies these methods. Our main results are for k ~ 2: 

1.1 THEOREM. There are exact sequences 
1 Elll Ell, 

Z G) Z G) Z/2 ~ KJ Z[t]/{tk+l) 

= K3Z G) Zk G) Uk + l ~ KJZ[t];{t k ) ...,. Z, 

where Uk + 1 is an elementary abelian 2-group of rank at most [(k + 1)/2], and t = 0 
if k is even. 

1.2 THEOREM. If F is a finite field of odd characteristic, there is an isomorphism 

These theorems use, and sharpen, results of Van der Kallen and Stienstra [S, 
VKS]. Stienstra obtains 1.1 modulo information on the torsion group Uk; the 
theorem with k = 2 has essentially been proved by Kassel. Van der Kallen and 
Stienstra define the isomorphism 11k onto the relative K-group K2(F[tJ/(tQ), (tk», 
whenever q » k and F is a perfect field. Theorem 1.2 with k = 2 and 3 has been 
proved by Snaith, LIuis and Aisbett [LS, ALS]. 

The Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences studied are associated to the reduction 
Ilk: SLn R[tJ/(t k ) ""* SLnR, where R is initially any commutative ring with identity 
for which SK1R = O. More general results than those of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 
would need information on certain E; * terms. 
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. §2 lists notation, and 
introduces Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences from our perspective. §3 recursively 
estimates the second homology groups of the kernel of IIk, by means of spectral 
sequences associated to the reduction ker II k ~ ker II k - \ this also gives informa-
tion on the SLn R-coinvariance of the third homology groups. §4 deals with the 
integral case, to prove 1.1, and §5 deals with the finite fields to prove 1.2. The 
appendix contains constructive proofs of various module structural details needed 
elsewhere in the paper. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT. I am indebted to an unknown referee for his extremely 
detailed and patient comments on an earlier version of this paper. 

2. Notation and conventions. This section introduces notation, describes differen-
tials in Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences, and determines a formula for the 
d 2-differential which will cover our applications. There are five subsections. 

2.1 General notation and conventions. 
2.1.1 R is a commutative associative ring with identity, such that for some N > 4 

and all n ;;;. N, SK1(n, R) = ° (i.e. the elementary matrices generate SLnR) and 
K 2(n, R) = K2R. Henceforth assume that n ;;;. N. 

2.1.2 Rk is the truncated polynomial ring R[tl/(tk). 
2.1.3 Any map 7T is a homomorphism induced by the reduction Rk ~ Rr for 

some r < k which the context will indicate. 7T k is induced by the reduction 
Rk ~ R k - 1• 

2.1.4 All diagrams are commutative exact and all sequences are exact unless 
otherwise specified. 

2.2 Notation for elements and SLn R-submodules of SLn R k • 

2.2.1 SL R == SLoe R == lim SL" R, where the special linear group SL" R includes 
-+ " 

into SLn+ 1 R as the upper left comer matrices, say. An elementary matrix is denoted 
ei/(a), i*j, aER. Set e;/a)=diag(l,l, ... ,l+a, ... ,(l+a)-l, ... l) when 
(1 + a) is invertible in R; here, the nontrivial entries are in the ith and jth 
positions. 

2.2.2 ~ij is the n X n matrix over R with a ERin the (i, J)th position and all 
other entries zero; C!;j = ~ii - ~Jj' M"o is the SL" R-module of zero-trace n X n 
matrices over R. (Here and elsewhere, subscript ranges are implied to be {1, ... , n }.) 

2.2.3 G,~ = ker( 7T*: SLn Rk ~ SLn R) so that SL" Rk = SLn R ~ G/:. Let i: G/: ~ 
SL" Rk be the inclusion. The kernel of 7T*: G/:+ 1 ~ G/: is central in G/:+ 1 and is 
isomorphic to Mno (identify e;/at k ) with ~i)' We denote it Mn°(tk), or sometimes 
just M"o. Let j: M,,°(tk) ~ G!:+l be the inclusion. 

2.3 Commutator relations in SL" R k: the SL" R-action on M~. If x, Y E Rk and 
x 2y2 = 0, 

(2.1) 
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If a, {3 E R, the (left) SLn R-action on Mno is i af3 ib' j = a, i * b, 

(2.2) ( _ ). = - a{3 aJ' a * j, i = b, 
eij(a) 1 Pab .. 2 

a{3ij- af3 iJ' a=j,i=b, 
0, otherwise. 

(The right action differs only by the sign reversal a ~ -a.) 
2.4 Homology related definitions. 
2.4.1 H*X denotes the integral homology group H*( X; Z) of a group X. 
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2.4.2 HI (SLn R; M~) = HHI (R, R), where HH denotes Hochschild homology 
[K4, 2.16]. Since R is commutative, 

HHI(R, R) = R ® R/(a ® f3y - a{3 ® y + {3 ® ya: a, {3, y E R) 

(e.g. [I, p. 108]) and is isomorphic to the R-module of absolute Kahler differentials 
Q == Qk /Z (e.g. [K3]). 

2.4.3 B* X is the standard normalized bar resolution with Z-basis elements 
xo[xll" . Ix n ], Xi E X. The boundary map ax: B*X ~ B*_IX is 

axxo[xil ... IXn] = XOXI[X21 .. 'Ix n ] - C~2 (-lfxo[XII ... IXi-IXil ... Xn]) 

+(-lrxO[xl lx2 ••• IXn-J 
2.4.4 If C is a right Z[ X] coefficient module, and X E C ® x B*X, we write {x} 

for the class of x with respect to the equivalence relation induced by the boundary 
map 1 ® ax. 

2.4.5 [x II y] denotes [xly] - [ylx] E B2 X; similarly, [Xl n X2 II ... IIX r - 1 II Xr ] 

is L(-1)"[oxIiOX21'" lox r ], where the sum if over the symmetric group L r • Gener-
ally, if Z = zo[zll'" zJ E BiX and Zl = Z6[Zi+ll'" Zi+J E BjX, then [z n Zl] E 

Bi+/X is 

L {(-l)"zoZHZ"(l)1 ... IZ"(i+j)]: 0 E L i+j ; 0-1(1) < 0-1(2) < ... < o-l(i) 

and o-l(i + 1) < (J-l(i + 2) < ... < o-l(i + j)}. 

(That is, (J runs over all (i, j)-shuffles-see [M, p. 243).) Extend [- n -] to a group 
homomorphism B*X ® B*X ~ B*X. 

(+ ). 
2.4.6 If X is abelian with operation +, II: HiX ® HjX ~ Hi+jX X X ~ Hi+jX 

is the homology (shuffle) product. This operation defines an exterior algebra A*X 
which injects into H*X (see [B, p. 123]). 

2.4.7 Suppose Xl and X2 are subgroups of X with [Xl' X2] = 1. Identify 
x E BiXI and x' E BjX2 with their images in B*X. Then 

(2.3) 

Note that this is not true for general elements in B*X. 
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2.5 Hochschild-Serre spectral sequences. This subsection reviews aspects of 
Hochschild-Serre group homology spectral sequences and it introduces more nota-
tion [eEl. 

i f 
2.5.1 Take an extension N ~ y ... X, in a category of S-groups with S-equi-

variant maps, say. Identify N with i(N). Let C be a right Y-module. Consider the 
spectral sequence 

(2.4) El.(c) = H.{X; H.(N; C» = H.(Y; C) 
induced from the bicomplex {C ® y (B.Y ® B.X) == (C ® N B.y) ® x B.X; cr = d I 

+ d n }. B.X is the standard bar resolution, with du = cry ® 1 and dIU ® g) = 
(_1)1/1/ ® crxg. B.Y ® B.X is a left Y-module via diagonal action, and C ® N B.Y is 
a right X-module with action c ® y. x = (c· x) ® (x-Iy) (x is any lifting of x to 
Y). This is well defined, since for all n in N, c' x ® x-Iy = C • xn ® n-Ix-Iy. 

2.5.2 If x E E~·.b( C) and 2 ~ c ~ a, then d~.bX is calculated by choosing repre-
sentatives Xi E C ®y (Bb+iY ® Ba-iX) for 0 ~ i < c, such that Xo represents x 
and dIxi = -dnXi+l; set d~.bX = {dIxc-d. Let d~.bXO denote dIx c - 1 (of course, 
this definition is not unique). 

2.5.3 Suppose C is a trivial Y-module. Suppose YI and Y2 are subgroups of Y with 
[1';, N] = 1, i = 1,2, and, if /(1';) = Xi' [Xl' X2] = 1. Let u: X --+ Y be any set map 
section to / with u( X;) c 1';. Suppose 

x= L(-l)i[xHx~I"'lx~]EBaXI 
iEl 

and 

v = L (-l)J[v{l vil"· Ivt] E BbX2 
JEJ 

represent elements in H.X and y E C ® N BsN is a cycle. Then in the spectral 
sequence (2.4), 
(2.5) 

d;+b.s{y ® [x n v]} = {[d;.s(y ® x) n v]} +(_l)ab {[d;.s(y ® v) n xl} 

+C~l J~J {-lr+ i +J[[[u(xff\ U(V{fl]] ny] 
® [[ x~1 ... Ix~] n [vii" . Ivt ]]}. 

Note. (1) In the process of calculating the differential we prove that y ® [x n v] 
represents an element in Ha+b(X; Hs(N; C». 

(2) The restricted definitions of x, v and y ensure that one can choose differential 
representatives on the right-hand side of (2.5) such that the shuffle products are 
cycles-again, this comes from the calculation. Indeed, as pointed out by the referee, 
if N is central in Y, then the coefficients in (2.4) are trivial and d:.s{[(y ® x) n vn 
may be defined using a homology shuffle product 

n: Ha- 2{X1; Hs+1(N; C» ® Hb(X2 ) --+ Ha+b- 2 {X; Hs+I{N; C». 
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PROOF. Use (2.3) to compute dr(y ® [x n vJ) = -dnz for z E (C ®N Bs+lY) ® x 
Bu+h-1X, where 

-z = L (_l)S+i[[(U(xot l] ny] ® [[x~1 .. 'Ix~] n v] 
iE[ 

+ L (_1)u+s+J[[ (u( vorl] ny] ® [x n [vii'" Iv£11. 
jEJ 

Then 

drz = L(-1)i[[(u(xOrl] ny] ® [3x[x~1 .. 'Ix~] n v] 
i 

+ L(-1)J[[(u(votl] ny] ®[x n 3x [vil .. 'Iv£]] 
j 

+ L L(-1t+ i +J[((u(xft l - 1)[(u(votl] 
I .I 

-(u(v{tl_1)[(u(xOrl]) ny] 

®[[x~I"'lx~] n[vil···lv£]]. 
Since (f - 1)[g] - (g - 1)[f] = 3y ([f n g] + [fg I f-lg-l] - [gf I f-lg-l]) + 
[[f, g)) - [[f, g)), the expression for drz is equivalent to the class in (2.5). 

2.5.4 If x and yare as in 2.5.3 with x = [Xl n X2 n ... nxu]' where [Xi' X) = 1 
(1 ~ i, j ~ a), then repeated application of (2.5) yields 

(2.6) d;,s{ y ® x} = {~ - [[[ (U(X"(I)) r\ (U(X"(2)))-I]] n Y] 

® [x"(3)1 ... Ix.,(u)]}, 

where (J runs over the alternating group Au' 

3. Low dimensional homology groups of G;. This section inductively looks at low 
dimensional terms in the spectral sequences 
(3.1)(k) H*(G;-l; H*MnO(t k- I)) = H*G:, k> 2. 
The first subsection is concerned with Ero and EO:*. Next, the Efl term in (3.1) is 
computed, yielding enough information on HP; to estimate (E2'DsL R recursively. 
This gives us information on the SLnR-coinvariance of the kernel of ;; I H3G;. The 
final subsection looks at ker( : ('fT;H3G;hLnR -+ (H3G;-1 hLnR)' 

3.1 LEMMA. (i) 'fT*: HIG; -+ (HIG; = M~) is an isomorphism, k> 2. 
(ii) If k > r ~ 2, im( 'fT*: HP; -+ H2G;) = im( 'fT*: H2G;+ I -+ HP,~). 
(iii) j*(A* Mn°(tk» = 0 in H*G;+I; in particular, j*(H2Mn°(tk» = O. For torsion-

free R, in the spectral sequence (3.1)(k + 1), E6,* = 0 whenever * > 0 and k ~ 2. 

PROOF. Consider (3.1)(k + 1), k ~ 2. For any {i, j} C {1, ... , n}, fix m $. {i, j}. 
For a E R, define biia) to be [eim(t) n emiatk-l)] E Z ®G~ B2G;. Check that 
this is a cycle. Let u: G: -+ G;+l be a set map section to the reduction; it can be 
assumed that the elementary matrix eab(Lamtm) E G: is taken to the matrix of the 
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same form in G;+1. Apply formula (2.6) of 2.5.4 and the commutator relations 2.3 to 
compute 

-di.o{b;j(a)} = ([u(e;m(-t»), u{emi-atk-1»)]} 

= ([e;m(-t), emj (-at k- 1)]} 

= gij if i *- j, else -gmm + g;;-

Therefore E6.1 = O. Since k was arbitrary this proves (i). 
(ii) {{b;ia)}: 1..; i, j..; n; a E R} is a set of generators for H2G;/7T*H2G;+1. 

But also {bij(a)} E ker(7T*: H2G; - H2G;-1). Thus in Hp;-1, 7T*H2G;+1 = 
7T*H2G;, which implies (ii). 

(iii) Consider (3.1)(k + 1), k ~ 2. By the universal coefficient theorem [M, p. 171] 
there is an inclusion H2G: ® HaMn°(tk) - Ei,a' The proof of (i) shows that 
dio(H2G;) = Mn°(tk). So, by (2.6), dia<Eia) contains the homology product 
M;~(tk) II A a M~(tk), which is just A a+1Mn°(tk). A 2 Mn°(tk) = H2Mn°(tk) and, if R 
is torsion-free, A* Mn°(tk) = H*Mn°(tk) [B, p. 123]. 0 

3.2 REMARKS. Let I n = im(7T*: H2G; - H2G;), k> 2. (This is independent of k, 
by 3.1(ii).) Then (3.1)(3) contains an exact sequence 

S d 2 

(3.2) I n >-+ A2 Mno -* Mno. 

Let Ln be the associated module defined as ker([ , ]: M~ ® Mno - M~), where [ , ] is 
the composite of the homology product with d 2• The identification (2.2.3) of M~ 
takes the matrix a to 1 + at E SLn R 2 • Thus if a, bE Mno, using definition (2.5) 
[a, b] is the commutator of 1 + at and 1 + bt evaluated in SLn R 3• Since (1 + at)-1 
== 1 - at + a 2t 2 (mod t3), this commutator is readily seen to equal 1 + abt 2 - bat 2• 

As an element of Mno ;:: ker( 7T 3: SLnR3 - SLnR 2)' this is ab - ba; thus [a, b] is the 
usual Lie bracket. 

cj> 

Let n >-+ St( R, R) -* Mno be the universal SLn R-central extension of Mno [K4, 
2.15]. In the Appendix (Lemma A.l(iii» we show that (Mno ® Mno)/I ;:: St(R, R) e 
R, where I is the SLn R-submodule generated by 112 ® h3 + 143 ® 114-

We use this to estimate ker7T,:+1IH2G;+1, which is the ED term in (3.1) (k + 1). 

3.3 PROPOSITION. (i) There is a commutative diagram 

(3.3)(k + 1) n e R/(im d 2 ) >-+ ker7T k+1 1 H Gk + 1 
3,0 SL. R * 2 n 

D 
-* 

II 

(k ~ 2), 

where df,o is the differential in the spectral sequence (3.1)(k + 1) and D is the 
restriction of the d i,o-differential in (3.1)( k + 2). 

(ii) (kerw:k+ll H Gk + l ) = im .f, * 2 n SL. R '/'. 

PROOF. Let u be a section to 'IT: G;+l - G; with u(eij(tT» = eij(tT). Use 3.1 to 
identify Ell with Mno ® M~. Use the commutator relations 2.3 to check that 

x = -[e 12(t) II e24(t k- l ) II e43(t)] 
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is a cycle in Z ®c! B3Gnk. Use (2.6) to compute 

(3.4) di.o{x} = {[[e43(-t),e24(-tk-l)]] ®[euCt)] 

So J c im di.o' 

-[[e12(-t),e24(-t k- 1)]] ® [e43(t)]} 

= !12 ® !23 + !43 ® h4 E H1Gnk ® MnO(t k) = Mno ® Mno. 
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As in the proof of 3.1(ii), H2G;+1/'17*H2G;+2 == Mno and is represented in 
ker'17';+l = Erl' Moreover by the proof of 3.1(i) and Remarks 3.2, in the spectral 
sequence (3.1)(k + 2), di.o Iker'17';+1 is induced by the Lie bracket: (El~1 == Mno ® 
M,:l) ~ M,? According to A.1(ii) if St(R, R) is identified with (Mno ® Mno)o/I, then 
also cp is induced by the Lie bracket. This gives the right square of the diagram in the 
proposition statement. Moreover, because ker'17,;+1 = Erl = (Mno ® Mno)/imd'f,o, 
p E£) l/; has kernel isomorphic to im di.o/ J; as a submodule of (Q E£) R = ker( cp E£) 0», 
imdio/J has trivial SLnR-action. By Lemma A.l(i) UhL R = 0 so imdio/I == 
(im d l.O)SL" R' This implies the left square of the diagram." . 

Finally, (St(R, R»SL R = 0 [K4, 1.7 and 1.4]; hence part (ii) is implied by the 
isomorphism ker'17,;+l ~ (St(R, R) E£) R)/(imd}ohL R' 0 

We next want to estimate (H3G;)SL"R' The foiIowi~g lemma will be used in 3.5 to 
investigate (EfDsL"R' 

3.4 LEMMA. For k > 2, SLnR acts trivially on ker('17l° ... ° '17';-1: '17';H2G; ~ In). 

PROOF. Denote the kernel of '171 ° ... ° '17'; by Uk when it has domain H2G; and 
by Uk when it has domain '17;+IHp;+I. Use (3.3)(k) to fit the sequence 
ker'17;IH2G,7 ~ Uk ~ Uk- 1 into the following diagram, the top row of which is 
therefore exact. (In (3.5), D is the restriction of the d i ° differential in the spectral 
sequence (3.1)(k + 1).) 

(Q E£) R)/(imd'f,o)sL"R ~ ? ~ Uk - 1 

r r 
" (3.5) ker'17'; ~ Uk ~ Uk- 1 

D* D* 
MO n MO n 

Inductively assume that both the base and fibre modules in the top row of (3.5) have 
trivial action (U 2 = 0). Therefore, because H1SL n R = 0, ? is also a trivial SLn R-
module. Moreover, the middle column of (3.5) fits into the following diagram, i.e., 
? = Uk. This gives the inductive step. 

? ~ '17k+l H Gk+l * 2 n ~ I n 
r r 

" m 
Uk B H2G; I n 

D* 40* 
M O n M O n 0 
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3.5 PROPOSITION. In the spectral sequence (3.1)(k + 1) for k ~ 3, 
(i) there is an epimorphism: R -. (El.'2)SLnR; 
(ii) there is an exact sequence 

(3.6) R - (kerdi.I)SLnR -. (Tor( M~, MnO))SLn R; 
hence for some quotient T of (Tor(Mno, M~))SLnR' there is an exact sequence 

(3.7) R - ((kerdi,I/imdl,o) = ErI)SLnR -. T. 
PROOF. (i) El.'2 is a quotient of E12 = HIG!: ® H2Mn°(tk). By 3.1, HIG!: = Mno, 

so Et2 = Mno ® ,,2 M~. Use Lemma A.2(iv) to see that (Et2)SL R = R, where a • , n 

corresponds to the class of !!I2 ® 1.231.31; (El.'2hLnR is a quotient of this. 
(ii) Using the notation and proof of Lemma 3.4, filter Uk ® M~ as 

(3.8) 

where in the base group !!rs ® Puv is the image of {brs ( a)} ® P uv for {brs } as in 
3.1(i)(proof). Hence if n is the product Mno ® Mno - Mno, the composite n oeD ® 1) 
induces an epimorphism g: Mno ® Mno -. ,,2 Mno = EJ 2' equivalent to the product 
map. This has kernel f(Mno), the Whitehead gamm~ group which projects onto 
Mno ® Z/2 with kernel S2Mno, the 2-fold symmetric product of Mno (see, for 
example, [AD. SO (f(MnO»SLn R is a quotient of (S2MnOhLnR = R (by Lemma 
A.2(ii». Moreover, (3.8) restricts to 

Uk ® Mno - ker n o(D ® 1) -. f(MnO) = kerg. 
Since Uk has trivial SLn R-action, (Uk ® MnohL R = 0; so ker n oeD ® 1) also has 
SLn R-coinvariance a quotient of R. Uk is, by definition, ker( '17'*: HP!: - I n), and 
D is the restriction of d i 0' The above shows that the restriction of d i 1 to the image 
of Uk ® Mno in H2G!: ® Mno is onto E5,2' Hence we have an exact seq~ence 

ker n o(D ® 1) - ker( di,II H2G!: ® M~) -. In ® M~. 
Apply HO(SLn R; -) to this and insert result (In ® MnohL R = 0 from Lemma 
A.2(vi) to see that there is an epimorphism: R -. (kerdi,I I H2G~ ® MnohLnR' 

Finally, the universal coefficient theorem provides a sequence HP!: ® Mno )-) Ell 
-. Tor(HIG!:, M~); because the restriction of di,I to H2G!: ® M~ is onto E5,2' there 
is a sequence 

ker di.l I H2G!: ® Mno - ker di,I -. Tor( HIG!:, MnO). 
Apply HO(SL n R; -) to this and identify HIG!: with Mno to get (3.6). 0 

3.6 PROPOSITION. Whenever k > 2, there is an exact sequence 

ak (k k) '. ( k -1) (. 2) (3.9) H1(SLnR; I) - '1T*H3Gn SLnR - HPn SLnR -. Imd3,o SLnR' 

where I is the SLn R-submodule of Mno ® M~ generated by 1.12 ® b3 + 1.43 ® 1.14' 
PROOF. Consider the spectral sequence (3.1)(k). There can be no transgressions 

from Ei.o, as EJ,2 = 0 (proof of Proposition 3. 1 (iii». Thus there is a sequence 
'1T;HP!: H H3Gnk - 1 -. im dl,o' Apply H*(SLn R; -) to this to get (3.9) except that '* 
has kernel a(HI(SLn R; im dl,o))' 
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Identify H1G!:-1 ® Mn°(tk-1) with Mno ® Mno via 3.1(i) and identify I with 
{df.o(x)} as in 3.3(proof). As in the last part of the proof of 3.3, imdf,o/I is the 
trivial SLn R-module (imdfohL R' SO H1(SLn R; im dfo/I) = 0, implying an epi-
morphism: H1(SLn R; I) "'*' HJSLn R; im df,o)' ak is the composite of this epimor-
phism and a. 0 

4. K 3 of truncated polynomial rings over the integers. The first three subsections 
refer to general rings R and concern the Ei,2 terms in the spectral sequences 

(4.1)(k) kE:. = H.(SLnR; H.G!:) => H.SLnR k, k ~ 2. 

Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 determine H1 (SLn Z; 1\ 2 M~) and H1 (SLn Z; I). This and 
earlier work yield the main theorem which computes H 3SLn Z[tJl(t k ), k ~ 2. 

4.1 PROPOSITION. For k > 2 there is an exact sequence 

(4.2) (R + Nk)/R -+ H1(SLnR; H2G!:) :: H1(SLnR; In == ",iHpn, 

where Nk is the SLn R-coinvariance of the image of the df,o-differential in the spectral 
sequence (3.1)(k), and R + Nk = R if H1(SLn R; Mno) = 0 (see Proposition 3.3). 

PROOF. Proposition 3.3 provides a sequence Nk >-+ 0 EB R -+ ker",':"'* M~, in 
which (ker",f)sLnR == imR = (R + Nk)/Nk (implying the splitting (0 EB R)/Nk == 
«R + Nk)/Nk) EB (0 EB R)/(R + Nk». Application of H.(SLn R; -) to the se-
quence (3.3)(k) yields 

(4.3) H1(SLnR; ker",,:) >-+ H1(SLnR; MnO) 

= 0 -+ (0 EB R)/Nk "'* (ker"'':)sLnR = (R + Nk)/Nk. 

Thus H1(SLn R; ker",,:) == (R + Nk)/R; its image under the map induced by 
inclusion is the kernel of 

"'.: (H1(SLnR; HP!:) -+ H1(SLnR; ",':HP!:) ~ H1(SLnR; I n)), 

where the injection (1 is implied by Lemma 3.4. 0 

4.2 PROPOSITION. If H2(SL n R; Mno) = 0 and s: I n >-+ 1\ 2 M~ is as in (3.2), then 
there is an injection 

s.: H1(SLnR; In) -+ H1(SLnR; H2G; = 1\2MnO). 

If H1(SLn R; M~) = 0, s. is an isomorphism. 
. s 

PROOF. Apply H.(SLn R; -) to the exact sequence In >-+ 1\ 2 Mno "'* Mno of (3.2) and 
use the assumption. 0 

4.3 PROPOSITION. Suppose H;(SLn R; M~) = 0 for i = 1, 2. Denote E:. terms in 
the spectral sequence (4.1)(k) by kE:., k ~ 2. Then "'.: kEu. -+ 2Eu. is an injection. 

PROOF. By 4.1 and the assumption, kEf.2 injects into H1(SLn R; I n) which by 4.2 
is isomorphic to 2Ef.2' If j < 2, "'.: HP!: -+ Hp; is an isomorphism (Lemma 3.1) 
so that "'.: k E1.2 -+ 2E1.2 is an injection for r ~ 2. 0 
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The remainder of this section is devoted to computing K3Z[t1!(t k ); two pre-
liminary lemmas are required. Let M"oR denote the submodule of zero-trace matrices 
in the SLn R-module MnR of n x n matrices over R. 

4.4 LEMMA. If n is large and p is any prime, 
(i) H1(SLnZ/p2; M~Z/p ® MnoZ/p) = 0; H1(SLnZ; MnoZ/p ® M"oZ/p) = 0; 

HI(SL" Z; MnoZ ® MnoZ) = 0; 
(ii) HI (SLn Z; I) = 0, where I is as in 3.2. 

PROOF. (i) Take n large and prime to p and to p - 1. Consider the spectral 
sequence 

(4.4) E:.(C) = H.(SLnZ/p; H.(MnoZ/p; C)) = H*(SLnZ/p2; C), 
firstly with C = MnoZ/p. The proof of [ALSS, part 1, VI, 1.1] demonstrates an 
isomorphism which is dual to di.o. Moreover, MnoZ/p may be viewed as a direct 
summand of M~Z/p ® M"oZ/p using either of the inclusions 

(4.5) 4>: fJ.iJ 0---+ [t fJ.ik ® 1.kJ] or 4>T: fJ.ij 0---+ [t -1.kJ ® fJ. ik ]' 
k=l k=l 

where if a ® b E MnZ/p ® MnZ/p, [a ® b) is its image in MnoZ/p ® M"oZ/p 
under the canonical projection (MnZ/p)®2 = (MnoZ/p E9 Z/p)®2 ~ (MnOZ/p)®2. 
(Since p + n, 4> and 4>T are split by the Lie bracket.) 

Now 

E~.l(M"OZ/p ® M"oZ/p) = [(M"OZ/p)®3]SLn Z/P 

= 4>.(E~.l(M~Z/p)) E94>nE~.I(M~Z/p)), 
from A.2(i) and (iii). Therefore by naturality, 

E~.l(M,~Z/p ® M"oZ/p) = di.o(4).(E1.o(M~Z/p)) + 4>r(Ei.o(M"oZ/p))). 
The proof of the first equality in part (i) is completed by recalling that 

(Ef,o(M"oZ/p ® MnoZ/p) == H1(SLnZ/p; M"oZ/p ® MnoZ/p)) = 0, 

dually to [ALSS, part 1, II, 1.4]. Given this, Kassel [Kl, 3.4] asserts that the second 
equality holds. This then implies that multiplication by p is an epimorphism on 
HI(SL" Z; M"oZ ® M"oZ) which, since we are dealing with a finitely generated 
abelian group (e.g. [B, p. 217]) means the group is torsion with trivial p-component. 
However, for large enough n the inclusion: M"oZ ~ Mno+mZ induces isomorphisms 

Hi(SL"Z; M~Z ® M~Z) ~ Hi(SLn+mZ; M~+mZ ® M"o+mZ), m ~ 1 

(e.g. [VK, §5]). Thus for n sufficiently large, HI(SL"Z; M~Z ® M~Z) has no 
p-component for any prime p, giving (i). 

(ii) If Ie MnoZ ® MnoZ is as in 3.2, I ® Zip c MnoZ/p ® MnoZ/p is the 
SL" Zip-module generated by 1.12 ® !z3 + 1.43 ® 1.14> and equation (A.7) (see A.2(iii) 
proof) shows that (I ® M"oZ/p )SLn Zip = Zip, generated by the class of 1.12 ® !z3 
® bl + 1.43 ® h4 ® b· Embed M~Z/p into I ® Zip with the map 4> - 4>T, then 
argue as for part (i). 0 
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4.5 LEMMA, If n is large and p is any odd prime, HI(SLnZ; A2MnOZjp) = 0; 
HI(SL" Z; A 2 MnOZj2) = Zj2; HI(SLn Z; A 2 M~Z) = O. 

PROOF. If P is odd, A 2 MnOZjp is a direct summand of MnOZjp ® MnOZjp, so the 
first equality follows from 4.4(i). 

Define <1>': MnOZj2 -+ A2 MnOZj2 to be the composite of <I> (defined in (4.5» 
with the homology product on H*MnOZj2. The map <I>~: EJ,I(MnOZj2)-+ 
EJ,I (A 2 M,? Zj2) between terms in the spectral sequences (4.4) is an isomorphism, by 
A.2. Arguing as in the proof of 4.4, we conclude that E6.l (A 2 MnO Zj2) = O. Thus the 
reduction epimorphism: HI(SLn Zj4; A 2 MnOZj2) -+ HI(SLn Zj2; A 2 MnOZj2) is 
injective; its image is identified as Zj2 in [ALSS, part 3, 9.16]. Again apply the 
Kassel result [K2, 3.4] to conclude that HI (SLn Z; A 2 M~Zj2) = Zj2. 

Now SLn Z acts on A 2 MnOZj2 via reduction to SLn Zj2. Thus we can use Lemma 
2 

A.2 to see that each of the terms in the exact sequence A 2 MnO Z ~ A 2 MnO Z -* 

A 2 M,?Zj2 has SLn Z-coinvariance Zj2. In the long exact sequence obtained on 
application of H*(SLn Z; -) to this coefficient sequence, the connecting homomor-
phism HI(SLn Z; A 2 MnOZj2) -+ Zj2 must therefore be onto, hence injective. 

So multiplying the coefficients in HI (SL n Z; A 2 MnO Z) by two results in an onto 
map. Since we are dealing with a finitely generated group, it must be an odd torsion 
group. The first equality in the statement of the lemma then implies it is trivial. 0 

4.6 THEOREM. If k ~ 2 and n is large there are exact sequences 

and 
1$1$, k 

Z ffi Z ffi Zj2 -+ K3Zk+1 = K3Z ffi Z ffi Uk+1 -+ K3Zk -* Z, 

where Uk is an elementary 2-group of rank at most [kj2] and L = 0 if k is even. (Here 
Zk denotes Z[tl/(t k).) 

PROOF. Take R = Z. If n > 10, H2(SL n Z; Mno) = 0 [Kl], and of course, f.l == 
f.li/z = O. HI (SLn Z; A 2 MnO) = 0 by Lemma 4.5, so that by Propositions 3.1 and 
4.3, in the spectral sequence (4.1)(k), k ~ 2, kEf2 = 0 and kEil = O. Thus there is 
an epimorphism, induced by the inclusion of G: i~to SLn R k , • 

(4.6) i!: (HP:)SLnR -* H3SLnRkjH3SLnR. 
Take k ~ 3. By (4.6), ker'IT; I H3SLn R k is the quotient of 

Vk = ker(i!-I 0 'IT;: (H3G:)SLnR -+ H3SLnR k_ l ) 

by ker i!. Use (3.9) and Lemma 4.4 to identify 

ker( : ('IT;HP:)SLnR -+ (H3G:- I)SLnR) = 0, 

then use this fact in constructing the exact sequence 

(4.7) (ker'IT;IHp;)SLnR ~ Vk -+ ker(i!-II(H3G;-I)SLnR)' 
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By Propositions 3.5 and 3.1, imo has at most two generators. For the case k = 2, we 
have H3SLn Z = Zj24 (e.g. [ALSS, part 1, VI]) and by A.2(v), (HP;)SLnR = z. So 
H3SLn R 2 ~ Z E9 Zj24. 

Now suppose n = 00. Theorem 2.1 of [A] proposes an exact sequence 

(4.8) K 2R r ® Zj2 -+ K3Rr -* H3SLR r (r ~ 1). 
There is a canonical epimorphism: K3Zk -* Zk-i, with K3Zk_ij'fT*K3Zk = Z; 
hence H3SLn R2 = Z E9 Zj24 and if k ~ 3 there is an induced epimorphism: 
ker(K3Zk -+ K3Z k- i ) -* Z E9 Z (Stienstra [S, Theorem 1.13]). As K3Rk = H3SLR k 
off torsion, an inductive argument from the initial case k = 3 shows that in (4.7), 
keri!-i = 0 and imo = Z E9 Z = ker'fTtl H 3SL n R k • The first of the exact sequences 
in the theorem statement follows. 

The theorem for general n is a consequence of the stability of the generators. The 
K-theory result is implied by the n = 00 part of the earlier statement, and (4.8), 
together with the identifications [Ro, Theorem 4] K 2 Z k = Zj2 E9 ($ ;k=2 Zji) and 
K3Z = Zj48. 0 

5. K 3 of truncated polynomial rings over finite fields. Throughout this section, R is 
a finite field of characteristic p greater than 2, and n is a large integer. We obtain 
K3Rk by using a van der Kallen-Stienstra result in conjunction with an estimate of 
the quotient of group orders #K3Rk+ij#K3Rk' The latter is obtained from the 
spectral sequences and associated maps: 

(5.1){k + 1) H*(SLnR k; H*MnO(t k)) = H*SLnR k+ i 

(5.2)( k + 1) 
t (i •. I) 

H*(G;; H*MnO(t k)) = 
(k ~ 2). 

The first subsection reviews various groups H;(SLn R; HjMnO) for j ~ 3. The next 
four subsections look at E: * terms of total degree 3 in the spectral sequence 
(5.1)(k + 1), from which ker 'fT;+ 1 I H3SLn Rk+i is estimated in 5.6. Proposition 5.7 
determines H3SL n R kj'fT*H3SL n Rk+i then obtains the desired quotient of group 
orders. Finally, the computation of K 2(R q ,(t k » in [VKS] is invoked to give the 
main theorem, 5.9. 

Our constraints on the dimension n are introduced by Proposition 5.1. The results 
of LIuis [ALSS], phrased in terms of the general linear group GLn R and the full 
matrix group MnR, hold for large n. By restricting to n relatively prime to p and 
p - 1, his results are simply expressed in terms of the respective direct summands 
SLn Rand Mno; however, applying stability theorems such as those in [VK], we need 
only assume n to be "sufficiently large". 

5.1 PROPOSITION. (i) H;(SLn R; Mno) = 0 = H;(SLn R; A 2 Mno) for i = 0 or 1. 
(ii) HO(SLn R; H3Mno) = (S2Mn°)gL R E9 (A 3 Mn°)gL R = R E9 R. 
(iii) Hi(SL n R; MnO ® MnO) = O. n n 

(iv) H 2(SLn R; M,?) = R. 

P~OOF. (i), (ii) and (iv) are derived from LIuis [ALSS]. The proof of (iii) is 
analogous to that used in [ALSS] to prove Hi (SLn R; A 2 MnO) = O. 0 
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PROOF. SL II Rk = SLn R ~ G/:, so that for any coefficient module C, 

Set C = 1\ 2 Mno and use 5.1(i), the isomorphism '7T*: H1G/: ~ M~ of 3.1(i), and 
A.2(iv). 0 

5.3 LEMMA. For k ;;:. 2, j*H3 Mn°(tk) = 0 in H*G/:+ 1 and hence i* 0 j*H3 Mn°(tk) 
= 0 in H*SL II Rk+l' 

PROOF. The case k = 2 is [ALS, 2.7 and 2.8(iii)]. Take k;;:. 3. Then according to 
Proposition 3.1(iii), E6.l = 0 in the spectral sequence (5.2)(k + 1). Further, it 
. l' HGkl HG k+1 ' d' Eoo Imp les 2 n '7T* 2 n IS represente In 1,1' 

If [1 is the homology Bockstein associated to the coefficient sequence Z >-+ Z """* 
Zip, and s ;;:. 1, [1Hs+l (Mno; Zip) = HsMno so the lemma is proved by showing that 
j*H*(Mno; Zip) = 0 in H*(G/:; Zip), or, dually, that j*H*(G/:; Zip) = O. Con-
sider the cohomology spectral sequence 

k> 2. 

Denote terms in this sequence by k+lE:*. 
Dually to the homology results, k + 1 Ef.l = 0 and im d f,l lies in a direct summand 

of H 2(G/:; Zip) which is represented in kE;}. (In (3.3)(k), the map D induced by 
the homology differential is split since H1(SLn R; Mno) == n == 0.) 

Because df'* II\*M~# is a derivation with image in the Zip-vector space H 2G/: ® 
1\ * M,?#, the injectivity of df,l implies that of df'* 11\* Mno#. Now suppose [1# is the 
cohomology Bockstein associated to the coefficient sequence Zip >-+ ZIp2 """* Zip. 
Since Mno is a Zip-vector space, H*(M~; Zip) = 1\* Mno# ® S*([1#Mno#). Thus 
(Ef'* = kerdf·*) = S*([1#Mno#). We want to show that df·2[1#Mno# = Mno#. 

Observe first that the connecting homomorphism [1# commutes with spectral 
sequence differentials which are transgressive. (This can be seen from the geometric 
description of the transgression of e.g. [M, p. 335].) So df·2[1#M~# = [1#df,lMnO# 
modulo im d i.l. 

We claim next that [1#df.lMnO# is represented in kK:;,z by a submodule isomor-
phic to M~#. To seeJhis, at the cochain level apply the Cartan formula, [1#(a ® b) 
= ([1#a) ® b ± a ® [1#b, which is a consequence of the definition of the connecting 
homomorphism in terms of the cochain boundary maps, which are derivations (see 
e.g. [M, pp. 190, 52]). Note that here we are dealing with the cochain bicomplex 
underlying the spectral sequence (5.3)(k), not (5.3)(k + 1). If i * 0 in k+lEf.l and 
x * 0 represents df.li in kEi'l, then (1 ® [1#)x represents [1#df.li in kEP, and is 
nonzero because 1 ® [1# 1 kErl is injective. Since there are no higher differentials 
hitting kE]'* terms, {(I ® [1#)x} is nonzero in kE~2. So [1#df,lMnO# = Mno# and is 
represented in kE~2. 
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On the other hand, because the differential is a derivation, im d~'* is represented 
in 

(kE~O UkE~,1) U H*(MnO; Zip) =kE~,1 U H*(MnO; Zip) 

or in a lower filtration. Therefore im(p#df,l) n im(d~'*) = O. 
We conclude that df,21 P#M"o# is injective. Hence so is df'* I S*(P#Mno#). 0 

5.4 LEMMA. HiSL" R k; M~) ~ R E9 R whenever k ;;. 2. 

PROOF. In the spectral sequence 

kDi. = H*(SL"R; H.(G;; M~)) = H.(SLnR k; MnO), kDf,1 = 0 

(by 5.1(iii) and 3.1) and kDi,o = R (by 5.1(iv)). Further, there is a sequence 
(5.4)(k) 
(HzG,~ ® MnO)SL"R ~kD5.2 = (H2( G;; Zip) ® MnO)SLn R ...,. (Tor( Mno, MnO))SL"R' 

where the final term is isomorphic to (M,? ® M"ohLn R' 
Take k > 2. Using the notation and proof of 3.4, there are exact sequences 

where SL" R acts trivally on Uk' Take SLn R-coinvariance of these and apply 
the A.2 results (J" ® MnhL R = 0 and (MnO ® M"ohL R = R to conclude that 
(HzG,~ ® M"ohL"R is dominated by R. Thus kD5.2 ~ R ®"R. When k = 2, the same 
result holds because HzG: ® M"o ~ ,,2 M"O ® Mno and so by A.2(iv) has SL" R-
coinvariance R. 

The next lemma shows that there is a surjection im di,l ...,. R. Since 

H2(SL"R k; M"O) =kDi,o E9 kDf.l E9 kDJ,2' 

it will prove this lemma. 

5.5 LEMMA. In the spectral sequence kDi. = H.(SLn R k; M"o) of 5.4 (proof), 
im d i 1 maps onto R. 

PROOF. The case k = 2 is covered by [ALS, Theorem 2.2], which shows that 
im di 1 maps onto (Tor(Mno, M"O))SL R' 

If k;;. 3, let 1': M,,°(tk) ~ Mn°(t'l.) be the coefficient isomorphism. The spectral 
sequence map 7T.'T.: kE52 ~2E52 induces an isomorphism between the terms 
(Tor(M,?, M'?))SL"R; and ~.'T. als~ induces an isomorphism 

H2(SL"R; H1(G;; MnO(t k))) ~ H2(SL nR; Hl(MnO; MnO(t 2))), 

because 7T.: H1(G;; Zip) ~ H1(G:; Zip) by 3.1(i). The lemma, and hence Lemma 
5.4, follows. DO 

5.6 PROPOSITION. If k > 2, #ker( 7T;: H3SLn Rk ~ H3SLn R k- 1) ~ #(R)3. 

PROOF. The spectral sequence (5.1)(k) has EOJ = 0 (by 5.3), ErJ. ~ R (by 5.2) 
and Efl ~ R E9 R (by 5.4). 0 
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We next investigate 

H3SLn R k_l/'f1'*H3SLn Rk 

to estimate #H3SL n R k/#H3SLn R k- l . 

5.7 PROPOSITION. If k > 2, there is an exact sequence 

Hence with Proposition 5.6 we have 

(5.6) 

531 

PROOF. In the spectral sequence (5.1)(k), E5.2 = «H2Mn°(tk))SLnR)G~ = 0 by 
5.1(i). Therefore coker'f1',t = imdI.o, and this is El\ because H 2SL n R k == K 2(n, R k ) 

= 0 [DS, 4.4]. Finally, Etl = Hl(SLnR; M~(tk» E9 (HlG; ® MnohLnR "" R, fol-
lowing the proof of 5.2 and substituting the isomorphism of 3.1(i) and the results 
5.1(i) and A.2(i). 0 

The main theorem is an easy corollary to 5.7 and the following theorem. 

5.8 THEOREM (VAN DER KALLEN AND STIENSTRA). If q » k, there is an isomor-
phism 

(5.7) Ilk: K l (R 2k , (t»/{l - atk: a E R} - K2(Rq, (t k»). 

PROOF. This is a special case of [VKS, 4.3], given that K 2R q = 0 by the previously 
quoted result of Dennis and Stein. 0 

Note that because K2Rk = 0, K 3(R k, (t» = H3SLR k/H3SLR. 

5.9 THEOREM. If R is a finite field of odd characteristic p, there is an isomorphism 

a-loll k : K l (R 2k , (t»)/{l- atk: a E R} -+ K 3(R k,(t»), 

where Ilk is as in 5.8 and a: K 3(R k, (t» -+ K 2(R q, (tk» is the connecting 
homomorphism in the long exact K-sequence (q » k). 

Ifn is large then also H3SLn R k/H3SLn R "" K 3(R k, (t» under the map induced by 
the inclusion SLn Rk -+ SL R k. 

PROOF. If k = 2 or 3 the theorem comes from [ALS, Theorem 1.1], given the 
stability of the generators used in that proof. Inductive application of (5.6) yields the 
group order estimate 

( )2k-2 
#H3SLnRk/H3SLnR ~ #R . 

However, the order of the domain of a-I 0 Ilk is (#R)2k-2; since a is onto, 
#H3SLR k/H3SLR must be at least as great. This implies the theorem when 
n = 00. The general case comes from the stability theorems of, for example, [VK]. 
o 

Appendix. This Appendix investigates the SLn R-structure of various modules 
related to MnO®i, i = 2 or 3. There are 2 subsections. 

Notation is as in §2. 
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A.l LEMMA. Let I be the SLn R-submodule of Mno ® Mno generated by 112 ® 123 + 
143 ® 114" Let (Mno ® Mno)o be the kernel of the quotient map of Mno ® Mno onto its 
SLn R-coinvariance R [K3, 3.7]. Let St(R, R) be the additive Steinberg group (defined 
in [K4, 1.4]) where by [K4, 2.15] there is an epimorphism </>: St(R, R) ""'* Mno such that 
(St(R, R), </» is the universal SLn R-central extension of Mno, with kernel Q. 

Then 
(i) (lhL R = O. 
(ii) (M,?' ® Mno)OjI ;;: St(R, R), and if DO: (Mno ® Mno)OjI --+ Mno is the map 

induced by the Lie bracket, «Mno ® M~)OjI,Do) is the universal SLnR-central 
extension of Mno. 

(iii) (M,? ® Mno)jI ;;: St(R, R) EB R. 

PROOF. (i) I is SLn R-generated by (e15 - 1) . (152 ® 123 + 143 ® 154) (use the 
actions given in 2.3). 

(ii) We will use the following definitions: 

a, /3, 'I, e and JL are arbitrary elements in R; 

D: (M,? ® MnO) j I ""'* Mno is the map induced by [ , ]; 

F;i a ,/3) = f!ij ® f}ji E MnO ® M~; 

it: R ® R --+ (MnO ® MnO)jI is: a ® /3 --+ {F12(a, /3) + F23 (a, f3) - F13(a, f3)}. 

The proof is divided into two parts. The first shows that it is equivariant and that 
imit = ker D, so that «Mno ® Mno)OjI, DO) is SLn R-central; the second shows that 
it is universal by exhibiting a map 0': (M~ ® M~)OjI"",* St(R, R) with </> 0 0' = DO. 

A. Define a group homomorphism g: Mno --+ «M~ ® M~)j/)jimit by choosing 
for each pair i *" j, an m $. {i, j} and setting g(f!i) = {Lm ® f!mj}' and, if j > 1, 
g(!!l) = {lil ® f!Ij}' We are going to show that g is an epimorphism. Use 2.3 to 
check that imit lies in ker D; hence [ , ] induces an epimorphism 

((MnO ® MnO)jI)jimit --+ M~ 

which is a left inverse to g, so that imit = ker D as claimed. 
Consider each of the ten elements listed below as representative of the subset of 

the canonical Z-basis of Mno ® M~ which can be obtained from (a) the action of the 
permutation matrices and (b) switching of the modules Mno which form the tensor 
product. (Recall that !!ij = !!im + !!mj = -!!ji' m $. {i, j}.) The subsets are based on 
subscript configurations, and partition the basis. It thus suffices to show that the 
projections of these subsets to «Mno ® Mno)j/)jimit lie in the image of g. 

1. f!12 ® f}34 2. !!12 ® f}34 3. f!12 ® f}32 4. f!12 ® f}13 
5. f!12 ® f}12 6. f!12 ® f}23 7. f!12 ® /!13 8. f!12 ® P23 
9. !! ® Pl3 10. f!12 ® f}2I' 

All elements of type 1-5 are zero modulo l. Look at (em1(a) - 1)· 112 ® 134, 
(em3(/3) - 1)· f!12 ® b4' (e 12 - 1)· f!21 ® /334' etc., and use the symmetry of the 
SL" R-action on the modules M~ forming the tensor product, plus the action of the 
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permutation matrices. I also contains elements of the types ya12 ® 1323 - Y14 ® af343 
and ya23 ® fl12 - ~43 ® yf324-consider (ed-a) - 1)· Y14 ® 1323' etc. Similarly,-it 
contains ele~ents of type - - -

(A.I) ya 12 ® j}23 - ~14 ® yf3 42((e42 (-y) -1)· ~14 ® j}23 + ya 12 ® yf3 42)· 

The class of each element of type 6-8 is in im g. As above, ~im ® l!mj == fi im ® f}ij 
== ~ij ® j}jm modulo I, whenever af3 = ep. and i, j and m are distinct. The same sort 
of reasoning used above, applied to the generator 113 ® 132 + 142 ® 114 , shows that 
modulo I, -l;m ® af3mj == ~sj ® f}iS == fijs ® f}i) == ~ij ® j}iS whenever s, m, i and j 
are mutually distinct. 

We can now check that 'I' is an equivariant map; e.g. if m ft {I, 2, 3}, 

and 

(eim(-y) -1)· 'I'(a,f3) = ~12 ® yf3 2m - ~n ® f3y 3m == 0 modI 

(e 12 (-y) -1)· 'I'(a, 13) = q12 ®(f}'i.21 - :d2) 

- ay 13 ® f}32 - ~13 ® f3y 32 == 0 mod I. 

The class of each type 10 element is in im g. Take i =1= j, {i, j} n {a, b} = 0 and 
af3 = ep.. Look at (e 21 - 1)(aY13 ® f}32 - ~14 ® yf342 ) and permutations to see that 

(A.2) -F;a( ay, 13) + Fja( ay, f3) + F;b( a, yf3) - Fjb( a, yf3) E I. 

Apply (e ji - 1) to ~ia ® l! aj + ~bj ® f}ib to see that 

(A.3) -Fja(e,p.) + F;a(e,p.) + Fbi (a,f3) - Fbj (a,f3) E I. 

Hence modulo 1+ im'l', 

F12 (e,p.) + Fb1 (a,f3) - Fb2 (a,f3) == 0; 

i.e., Fh2(a,f3) == Fde,p.) + Fb1(a,f3) == Fj2(e,p.) + Fb/a,f3), by (A.3) so Fh/a,f3) 
== Fh2 (a,f3) - Fj2(a,f3),== Fba{1,af3) - Fja(l,af3), by (A.2). Set a = 1. 

The class of each type 9 element is in im g. As shown above fi12 ® f}13 - ~14 ® f}43 
E I. Apply (e 31 - 1) to it and use the facts that F31(a,f3) + F14(a,f3) - F34(a,f3) 
E (I + im'l'), and, modulo I, -fi12 ® 1331 == ~34 ® 1341· This gives fi12 ® fln == -~31 
® f}31 == 0 in «Mno ® Mno)//)/im'l'. - - -

This completes part A. 
B. Before going into the main part of the proof, we recall some facts about 

Hochschild homology [I]. 
If S is any associative ring and N is an S-bimodule, the Hochschild homology 

groups HH*(S, N) are defined as the homology of the complex CH(S, N) = «S®*) 
® N, ~H)' where 

~H(Sl ® ... ®sm ® x) = Sl ® ... ®sm-1 ® Sm X 

m-1 
+ L (_I)iS1 ® ... ®SiSi+1 ® ... ®x 

;=1 
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The Morita equivalence HH*(Mno, Mno) -> HH*(R, R) is induced by the chain 
equivalence 

n 

Tr(X[ ® ... ®Xm ) = L (X~b ® x~c ® ... ®X:~-I ® x;~) 
a.b •.... z=l 

where Xi = 

Define I: M,? ® Mno -> HHI(R, R) = ~ by I(a ® b) = {Tr(a ® b)}. In 
CII(M,?, M,?), for any r E SLn R and a, bE Mno, compute 
(A.4) 

rar- I ® rbr- I = r ® [a, b ]r-1 + a ® b + /)1I(rar- 1 ® r ® br- 1 - r ® a ® br-1 ). 

Thus, since Tr is a chain equivalence, 

I ( rar -1 ® rbr -1) = I (r ® [ a , b] r -1) + I (a ® b). 

As a group, St(R, R) = ~ $ Mno. Define a: (Mno ® Mno)o --. St(R, R) by 

a(a ® b) = (t(a ® b), [a,b]). 
Check that 0'(112 ® 123 + 143 ® 114 ) = O. Hence if we can show that a is an 
SLn R-module map, we will have an induced map 

(MnO ® MnO)oII --. St(R, R) 

which is inverse to the canonical map. 
With the identification St(R, R) = ~ $ Mno, the SLn R-action is given by 

r '(h, u) = (f(r ® ur-1 ) + h, rur-I); r E SLnR, h E ~, u E MnO 

(to check this, one first checks that the action is well defined, then that It IS 
compatible with the usual description of the action on St(R, R) defined in terms of 
the generators Yij(a) [K4, 1.4]). Then because SLn R acts on Mno by conjugation, 

0'( r . (a ® b )) = 0'( rar -1 ® rbr -1) = (f ( rar -1 ® rbr -1 ), r [ a, b ] r -1 ) 

(A.4) 
= (f®[a,b]r- 1 + I(a ® b), r[a,b]r-1 ) 

= r ·(t(a ® b), [a,b]) = r· a(a ® b). 
Thus a is an SLn R-module map. 

(iii) This is read from the commutative diagram: 

im'!' 

r r 
( 0 0)0 Mn ® Mn II (MnO ® MnO)II --. 

>!< DO >!<D 

MnO MO n 
A,2 LEMMA. (i) (M~ ® MnOhL R = R, with a ~ Ul2 ® ~21}, 
(ii)(A 2 M,;)sLnR = RI2R, and (S2MnohLnR = R, 

? 

R 

0 
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(iii) «M,?)®3>SL"R = R ED R with (a, 13) - U12 ® 123 ® !!3d + U23 ® In ® 
f33d, 
- (iv) (A 2 M,? ® MnOhL R = R, with a - U I21 23 ® !!31}' 

(v) (A 3 M,?)SL R = R: with a - U12123!!3d, 
(vi)(J" ® MnO')SL"R = O. 

PROOF. (i) (Kassel [10,3.7]) The coinvariance is detected by the equivariant map 

T: Mno ® Mno ~ R, where T( a ® b) = Tr( ab ). 

(ii) A 2 M,? is Mno ® Mno quotiented by the group generated by {a ® b + b ® a, 
a ® a; a, b E M nO}, so the map induced by T detects the coinvariance [10, 3.7]. 
Similarly S2M,? is the quotient of Mno ® Mno by the group generated by {a ® b - b 
® a; a, b E M no}; again, the map induced by T detects. 

(iii) Let I be the SLn R-submodule of Mno ® Mno generated by 112 ® 123 + 142 ® 
D 

114" Lemma A.1(ii) exhibits a sequence im'!' H (Mno ® Mno)/I - Mno, where D is 
induced by the commutator map [ , ] of 3.2, and SLn R acts trivially on im'!'. Since 
(M,?)SL"R = 0, 

D.: (((MnO ® MnO}/I) ® MnO)SL"R ~ {MnO ® MnO}SLn R = R 

is an isomorphism. We will compute (J ® Mn°>SLn R by determining the SLn R-
covariance classes of its generators, (Yab( a) = U12 ® 123 + 143 ® 114) ® !!ab: a '" 
b}, where !!ij denotes "either !!ij or (ji/' and Yij denotes "either Yij or Yi/'· 
Congruence in what follows is with respect to coinvariance class. 

If a$. {2,3,4}, choose c $. {l,2,4,a}. Then Yab(a) = (e ac - 1)· Ycb(a) (or, if 
c = b, (e ac - 1) . Yda), say). Apply this sort of argument again, to conclude 
(A.5) ifa$. {2,3,4} orb$. {l,2,4}, Yab(a)==O. 

If a$. {2,3,4} and b $. {l,2,4}, Yab(a) = (e an - 1)· Yba(a) + Yah(a). This to-
gether with the identities Yab( a) = YaS( a) + YSh( a) and YaS( a) = YSa( -a), implies 
(A.6) Yah(a) == 0 unless {a,b} n{2, 4} '" 0. 

Hence we need only consider { a, b} c {I, 2, 3, 4}. 
P(i, j) is the permutation matrix eijej;(-l)eij' Check that if 1 $. {a,b}, Yah = 

(e 1S - 1) . (P(S, 1) . Yab), and if 3 $. {a, b}, -Yab = (e S3 - 1) . (P(S, 3) . Yah)' 
This eliminates classes of all the generating set of I ® Mno other than {Y31 (a)}. 

However, the equivariant function on Mn®3, :A ® B ® C ~ Tr(ABC), takes 
Y31(a) to a, so there is a copy of R in (J ® MnO)SLn R' Thus there is a split sequence 

(A.7) 

where tea) is the class of 112 ® 1 23 ® !!31 + 143 ® 114 ® !!31' and D;1(a) is the class 
of 112 ® 123 ® !!31' 

(iv) The homology product MnO®3 ~ A2Mno ® Mn takes Y31(a) to 

(n ® 1)Y31(a) = 112123 ® !!31 - b143 ® !!31 == -(e42 - 1) .(1141 23 ® !!31)' 

D;l( a) maps through 112123 ® !!31 E A 2 MnO ® MnO to 113 ® !!31 in Mno ® Mno. Hence 
(A 2 M,? ® M,?hL" R is as described. 
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(v) By (iv), the homology product induces an epimorphism R ~ (A. 3 MnO)SLn R ' 

Observe this is an isomorphism, since there is an SLn R-invariant function in 
(A. 3 M no)#, A () B n C ~ Tr(ABC - BAC), A, B, C E M no, which takes 112 n 123 

n !!31 to a. 
(vi) J" is the image under the homology product of Ln (see 3.2) whereas A.l(ii) 

proves (LnII == kerD) is SLnR-invariant. Thus, if I' is the image of I under the 
product, it suffices to show that (I' ® Mno)SL R = O. But (I' ® Mno)SL R is gener-
ated by the class of (n ® 1) Y31 (IX), and this i; the zero class in (I' ® MnohL R as 
well as in (A. 2 Mno ® MnohLn R' " 
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